
All those registered on LawnBowlsUK.

co.uk will be entered into a draw for a 

chance to win a shirt signed and dated 

on 25 January 2015 by Alex Marshall 

MBE, the day Alex won his historic 

sixth World Indoor Bowls title. The 

draw will be made towards the end of 

The Drawing Challenge competition

Aims
THE MAIN AIMS OF LAWN 
BOWLS UK ARE
1. To operate as a web based bowls 

coaching and information provider.

2. To help promote and develop bowls, 
mainly in the UK, and encourage 
participation in bowls including 
opportunities for junior bowlers.

3. To highlight opportunities 
for bowlers to help improve 
their bowling and to encourage 
participation in competitions that 
will assist with their bowling 
development.

4. To highlight to bowlers the options 
open to them to earn a part or the 
whole of their future livelihood from 
the game of bowls.

5. To sponsor and promote selected 
bowls competitions especially those 
that encourage entries from 
younger bowlers.

Win a unique signed Alex Marshall top



Summary of The rules
Mat: Set the front edge of the mat 2 
metres from the ditch.

Jack: Set the jack midpoint between 
the minimum and maximum distances; 
if the jack moves during play the 
measurements are taken from the final 
position of the jack.

Bowls: 24 bowls played over 6 ends  
(4 bowls per end): forehand is played 
on ends 1, 3 & 5; backhand is played on 
ends 2, 4 & 6.

Measuring: Use a LBUK tape 
measure or a household centimetre 
marked tape measure; measure from 
the side of jack to the side of the bowl; 
points awarded are 10 points 0 - 10cm, 
9 points 10cm - 20cm, 8 points 20cm - 
30cm, 7 points 30cm - 40cm, 6 points 
40cm - 50cm, 5 points 50cm - 60cm, 4 
points 60cm - 70cm, 3 points 70cm - 
80cm, 2 points 80cm - 90cm, 1 point 
90cm - 100cm.

Marking: The LBUK scorecard must 
be used and fully completed by one of 
the following: Coach/President/Vice 
President/Treasurer/LBUK registered 
marker; the marker can provide 
information and encouragement during 
the challenge.

Recording scores: Prize competition 
scores must be entered on www.
LawnBowlsUK.co.uk within 7 days of 
taking the challenge. If there is a 
limit on the number of attempts per 
user this will be mentioned on the 
website. All completed scorecards must 
be retained and made available to LBUK 
within 7 days of any request.

Terms: Full terms and conditions are 
as detailed at LawnBowlsUK.co.uk. 
Failure to follow any of the rules will 
result in the entry being removed.

The Drawing Challenge 
competition

Players from across the world can 
enter their Drawing Challenge scores 
on our website at LawnBowlsUK.co.uk. 
When the challenge closes we will issue 
a table of scores for you to assess how 
you compared against other bowlers. 
Completing the challenge a number of 
times over the year will allow you to 
assess your progress.

 A number of players will be invited, 
based on their drawing challenge scores, 
to take part in an Advanced Drawing 
Challenge prize competition. Further 
details will be released on our website.

 Why not set up your 
own Drawing Challenge 

competition?
You might want to consider setting up 
a Drawing Challenge competition at 
your bowls club to find a club champion. 
You could also run competitions during 
other club events to keep people 
occupied during the day.


